Are you a 15-39 year old dealing with cancer?

The SeventyK Wellness Network is a place for adolescent and young adult cancer patients to go from Diagnosis to Wellbeing; a place for caregivers and healthcare professionals to share their knowledge.

My Bridge Plan – Reduce the overwhelming nature of a life threatening diagnosis into manageable phases; a guide from Diagnosis to Wellbeing.

My Community – Gather your strongest allies, including your healthcare professionals, and unite them as an integrated part of your wellness journey.

My Bridge Book – Conform your Bridge Plan into a printed organizer/journal for doctor's appointments, critical information, questions, answers and more.

Tips 4 Life – A global database of real world wisdom and a way for you to get vetted advice from people who have been through the challenge you are facing now.

Build your Bridge Plan today
www.mybridge4life.com/seventyk